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ABSTRACT. The effect of anharmonieity on the intormolocular potentials donvoci 
from crystal properties (using Einstein approxamation) has been consitlered for an elaborntt* 
six-jiaramoter potential. The results obtained in this paper show that crystal properties can­
not be used for an accurate determination of the pair-wise additive intermoleoular potential,
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The effect of anharmonicity on the intermoleoular potentials derived from 
crystal properties on the Einstein approximation has not yet been determined 
satisfactorily. Calculations performed by Zucker (1958) for the Lcnnard-Jones 
(12:6) potential show that the effect of anharmonicity cannot be neglected. On 
the other hand, Guggenheim and McGlashan (1960), have used mainly crystal 
properties to determine the intermolecular potential of argon on an elaborate 
six-parameter model. Guggenheim and McGlashan (1960) could not assess the 
effect of anharmonicity and they assumed it to be m*gligibly small. Tiiey argiunl 
that due to the limitations of the Lennard-Jones (12:6) potential the conclusion 
reached by Zucker (1958) regarding the effect of anharmonicity is uncertain. 
Consequently, it is very desirable to obtain an estimate of the effect of anharmoni­
city on the crystal properties for the six-parameter potential itself.
Another factor which should play a significant part (Jansen, 1963; BarkcT, 
1964) in the determination of intermolecular potentials from crystal properti(‘s 
is the contribution of many-body interaction, i.e. the intermolecular potential 
can no longer bo considered as pair-wise additive. In principle, bulk properties 
of scalar character are not particularly suitable for obtaining information on 
non-additivo forces as their functional dependence on these forces is too implicit 
(Jansen, 1963). However, some information on the non-additive interactions 
can be obtained by an accurate analysis of the gaseous and the solid state pro­
perties of the same substance.
Recently, Barker (1964) has obtained the intermolecular potential of argon 
on the core potential by utilising only low-pressure gaseous properties in which 
offects of many-body interactions and anharmonicity may be neglected. The 
potential energy curve thus obtained is much closer to six-parameter potential
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than to tho Lennard-Jori(‘H (12:ti) potential. The forc(‘ parametfTw for argon as 
obtained by ns in this paper from crystal properties at O'K are quite dilfereni 
from those' obtained from gaseous data (Barker, 1904). This probably shows that 
the corc‘ potential is sensitive and flexible imough to sliow tin* (*ffeets of anhar> 
monicity and may-body interactions if th( y^ are of significant magnitude. We 
have used tlu' core potential to calculate the entropy of solid argon at diffen‘ii( 
temperatures.
A L U L A T I O N S A U Ji K S V I. T S 
The core potential with a spluTical core of diame ter y  may be written as,
... (i)
where r is tlu* internuclear distance, c ih v  depth of the' potential rjcr and
y* -  yjor, rr is the valm* of r for whicli 0(r) 0. At 0 K anhaiTiionieity (Tfeet
is prosemt only in zero-point en(*rgy and we shall neglc e^t it. W(‘ hav(‘ used the 
heat sublimation L q and the lattice distance at 0^ 'K for calculating the forc(» cons­
tants of argon for the core potential. The equations used are thi^  (dllowintr
and
... (2)
2 0  ( 'L u l l  f  4-1' ‘^ ' \ r * — y * l  LHTr^ mcr-ie{J —y*)“
l i e , / 1-7-*■ y --v ’ ■ 106’«
1 —y * ... (3)
etc. are crystal con stan ts which depend on th e  la ttice  (Hirschfekh'r* 
et a l, 1954).
n  ( j
In the calculation of <r and e from oqs. (2) and (3) we have assume^d y *  to 
have the same value as determined by Barker (19fi4). The results obtaini'd are 
shown in table I together with the values for the Lennard-Jones (12:6) potential. 
It may be seen that unlike the Lennard-Jones (12 :6) potential the two sets of 
constants for the core potential as determined from the gaseous and crystal data 
differ considerably from each other.
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TABLE 1
Constants for the cor(> potcjntial and L('mmrd-Jones (12:6) potential
('Onstanls dotormined from
Crysl/al Properties Gaseous Properties
7* a A e/*:"K r*
C'oro potential 0 . 1 0..348 m ,2 f . 0 J 3.3(>3 142.9
Lnnard-J ones 0 . 0 3.103 122.46<“' 0. 0 3.409 I19.49<3>el2 :6)
(1) Barker, et al (1964).
(2) Zucker, (1966).
(3) Whalley el al (1955).
For the core potential, the frequency of vibration on the Einstein approxi­
mation is given by,
26
Trhnar^l— yl _y>| c)2[  j ... ((4)
Ju order to check the reliability' of the force parameters calculated by us we have 
(•al(uilat('d the Debye temperature at 0°K from the relation
d^ o -  (5/3)4 hv ... (5)
Tlie frequency v being obtained from t‘q. (4). The exp(Tim(iiital value of 0^ is 
1 ) 3 . and those calculated by using the force constants determined from crystal 
data and gaseous data are 94.1^K and 77.5°K ix^spectively. Th(‘ excidlent agrtn*- 
ment between the experimental value of Oq and the value calculated from the 
crystal properties at 0°K show that this sot of constants should roproduct) satis­
factorily other crystal properties at higher tt'mpeiatures minius anharmonicity 
effects. Since the force parameters for tlu" core potential have been determined 
by fitting with solid state data at they should adjust themselves to take
into account the many-body interactions.
The molar entropy of the crystal can be expressc^d as,
S j l t  X coth ^  — 3 lu  ^ 2 sinh ]*, j
where
X ~ Avk T
(f>
(7)
The entropy values at different temperatures have been calculated on the core 
potential from both the stds of constants using eqs. (4) —(b). The results togethei
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with the experimental values are shown in table II. The quantities { S o — 8 c )I R  
and { 8 b — 8 c )IR  represent approximately the effect of many body interactions and 
anharmonioity respectively.
TABLE II
Entropy values calculated for the core potential, a t p~*0
T®K From gaseous properties data{SlR)a
From crystal properties data 
{SIR)c
Experimental l — y cosech^ xf2
20 0.642 0.380 0.754 1.0665
30 1.458 1.038 1.624
40 2.223 1.713 2.231 1.1403
60 3.099 2.399 2.854
60 3.731 3.106 3.417 1.0953
70 4.247 3.653 3,938
80 4.638 4.199 4.431 1.0745
Guggenheim et al (1960).
We shall now utilise the results obtained above to see if the consideration of 
anharmonioity improve the agreement between experiment and theory on th(' 
six-parameter potential. The six parameter potential in the neighbourhood of 
its minimum may be written as (Guggenheim et a l , 1960).
<p{r) (7)
where e is the depth of the potential well at r — r „ .  when r is very large f(r) 
vaies primarily as and may be written as
60(r) = - A  ( ’■ «)' ... (8)
On the Einstein approximation for the acoustic modes of vibration of the 
frequency v is given by
^  j j fc ( i+ A )-H l+ 3 A )-a A ( l+ A )- i( l+ 2 A )+ 2 /? A * (H -A )( l+ A )-^
( l + |A ) - 5 ^ i ?  A{l+A)-« -  (9)
where
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The molar total energy U  can be expressed as
=  ... (10)
being taken as zero for infinitely dispersed atoms at rest. The expression for S f l i  
on the six-parameter potential remains the same as that given by c(j. (5). We 
have also the relation,
p V I R T  =  -  j y  [2A -A {l+ A )-3aA *(l+ A )-f4 //A 3(]+ A )-fr,^ 5^ 2^ (l+ A )-« |
coth /.( l-fA )-i-  a(l-fA )-i(l+4A +2A *)
C'„- 12+ 4/yA (l+ A )-‘ ( l + 3 A + ‘^’ A*) - f 4 0 ^ |2 - A ( l+ A ) - «  
where p  is the pressure and V the molar volume.
(11)
Initially we have neglected anharmonicity and taheii // =  0 and for A jk  
tlic quantum mechanically calculated value 150’K was chosen. By using ilie 
cxjx rijncntal values of the lattice distance and entropy values (given in column 
3 ol' table 11) at 80''K and 40 K and following the method described by Guggenheim 
and McGlashan (I960) we have calculated the constants a, k  and r,„.
When the atom is displaced from its lattice site by a distance with compo- 
mmls ^ along the principal axes of the crystal the increase in Cinergy is given 
by
- J i  A -(l-fA )-M l+3A )-aA (l+A )-i(l-f2A )+2y?A *(l+A )-iVffy uO
[ l + g  A ) - 5  -« j2 ^ ^ A (l-fA )-» ]  x |  [ - ^ { l + A ) - ‘
+ ^ A l+ A ) - H l+ 5 A ) - 1 4 - ^ '^ - ^ A ( l+ A ) - i '> ] + 0 { p « )  ... (12)
higher order in p  being neglected. When anharmonic terms in eq. (12) are consi­
dered, the energy level along any of the perpendicular axes is given by
(n+ J)x -f-(n® -j-n+ J)y (13)
y  is defined as,
3A»y = C ,„ -1 2[a ( l- fA ) - ‘-A l+ A ) - i ( l - f5 A )+ 7 0  A(l-fA)-w
(14)
We have also (taking /? =  0 in the harmonic approximation)
UIRT =  ^  A(l+A)-«]
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(15)
[ 1—2/ cosech**-] —3 In(2 sinli a;/2) (16)( L A \
pVIkT =  -  [2fcA(l+A)-3aA*(l+A)+4//A»(H A)+6'^«~i^ A(l+A)-«
SIR T =  ^ a:coth|
1 4.U 2;~ X coth ^n^m ^rj 2 f 1 —y c o s e c c o t h  r/2 L " 2 dxicir
[■  ^ Z (l+ A )-» -a (l+4A +2A2)+4/yA(H A)-'( 1+ 3A+ | a«)
A(HA)-“] ... (17)
TABLE ITT
Force constants of argon for 8ix-])arameior model
SetNo. Xjk'^ K ••lit A ejk lO-^ /fc^ K Rof.
1 160 3.805 139.11 00.0 24.5 {) This work
2 160 3.818 130.5 44.3 18.3
" 1 Itef. 4.3 160 3.812 137.5 44.9 19.6 1.961
TABLE TV
Experimental and the calculated values of the molar enthalpy for 0





(1) Guggenheim et (1060).
In order to ascertain the effect of anharmonicity the values of y were obtained 
from eq. (16) by using the experimental value of entropy and the values of a, k  
rn  as obtained earlier. The values of the term ( 1 - y  coseeft**/ )^ at different tern- 
peratures arc shown in column 5 of table II. Once the factor y  is known, e jk  
can be calculated from eq. (16) by using the experimental value of U . The values 
of the constants obtained for the six-paramc^ter potential arc shown in table 
HI. In order to calculate p V j R T  it is necessary to obtain d y jd r  and d x id r . From 
the values of y  the corresponding values may be calculated from eq. (14) and eq. 
(16) gives
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r d y jd r J a (H  A) ‘ f4/?(l+A )-i-(-700 A(1+A)-io] (18)
From Eqs. (6) and (9)
r d x l d r  -.=^  ^*2 (1+ A )-'- a(l+A )-i(l+4A 4-2A *)
f  4/?A(l A) -3A-H I  A*j-f40_ ^ h- 1 212 A(l+A)-8] ... (19)
C O M P A R I S O N  W I T H  E X P E R I M E N T
Sinre experimental etitroy)y values have been utilised for the determination 
of the potential parameters, these cannot be used for the comparison between the 
theory and the experiment. From table IV it may be seen that by considering 
anharmonicity effects the agreement between the experimental and the calculated 
values of molar enthalpy is well within 1% at all temperatures. The experimental 
and the calculated values of the lattice parameter and the lattice volume at 25—0 
are shown in table F. It may be seen that the agreement between experiment 
and thtiory is slightly better when anharmonicity is taken into account. In 
the calculated values from set no. 3 the anharmonicity is considered but it is 
assumed too small. However, the most sensitive test for anharmonicity effects 
is the pressure variation of the quantity p V j R T .  A  convenient way of expressing 
this is the quantity F(o) — F(p), V(p)^ ^ { p )  being the molar volumes at zero pres­
sure and p  at m; respectively. The quantity V (p )  was calculated from eq. (11) 
by using all the sets of constants given in table II (the anharmonic terms being 
ommitted for sets 2 and 3). The experimental and the calculated values of the 
quantity F(o)—F(jp) are shown in table VI,
TABLE V
Experimental and the calculated values of the lattice distance and 
the molar volume V(o) at 0
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Calculated from Experimental**
TeK Sot No. 1 Sot No. 3
n»*A V em^/mol r V cm®/mol V cm®/mol
20 3.767 22.770 3,768 22.820 3.760 22.660
40 3.778 22.974 3.784 23.080 3.780 23.005
60 3.827 33.876 3.810 23.657 3.818 23.706
80 3.869 24.674 3.850 24.307 3.860 24,6(M)
« Pollack, (1964).
=  r/y/2, r being the’ lattice distance.
TABLE VI
Experimental and the calculated values of the quantity V (o) — V (p)  






Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
193.6 0.23 0.32 0.31 0.20
387.1 0.46 0.63 0.67 0.60
483.1 0.64 0.78 0.72 0.69
680.7 0.63 0.97 0.82 0,71
967.8 0 07 1.33 1.26 1.09
D I S C U S S I O N  O F  R E S U L T S
It may be seen from table VI that the agreement between experim ental 
and calculated values is much better i f  anharmonicity is considered (set 1), 
For set 3 the agreement is slightly better than set 2, which is probably due to the 
reason that anharmonicity is very slightly taken into account in set 3. Since 
V (o )’— V (p )  is most sensitive to the effect of anharmonicity> results show that 
anharmonicity does play a significant role in determining the crystal properties. 
The term ( l —y cosec A®a:/2) which is a measure of the effect of anharmonicity
show a maximum value around 40®K which is in agreement with the temperature 
variation of the Gruncisen parameter y '  for argon (Pollack, 1964). The calculated 
values of the quantity F(o) —F(p) is slightly lower than the experimental values 
when anharmonicity is considered whereas if this is neglected the calculated 
values are higher than the experimental values. One reason for the over correc­
tion for anharmonicity is the approximate equations used for considering anhar­
monicity and the other reason may be that we have us('d the cxperinumtal values 
of the lattice distance in our calculaticm which means that anharmonicity has 
already been taken into account partially.
It is relevant here to consider the uncertainty in the anharmonicity effect 
found by us due to the use of the Einstein approximation which does not considoi 
the coupling between the harmonic osciflators. However, it has been shown by 
Zucker (1958) that the Hankers modification of the Einstein model (which does 
not include harmonic coupling) gives much better agreement between experiment 
and theory than the Debye approximation (which considers inter-dependence 
of the oscillators, but does not include anharmonic effect). Near 0°K the two 
methods are in very good agreement and difference between them increases as the 
temperature increases (Zucker, 1958), This probably proves that if the constants 
for the intermolecular potential fitted to data at 0'*^ K then only Die consideration 
of anharmonicity effects can explain the experimental data satisfactorily. In 
the present paper we have followed a similar procedure and the most of the effects 
obtained by us must be due to anharmonicity.
Regarding the effect of many body interactions sevcTal observations arc rele­
vant. In agreement with the calculations performed by Jansen (1963a, 1963b), 
Barker (1964) has observed that for argon non-additive interaction contributes 
about 30% to the heat of sublimation L q at 0°K. The effect of non-addii ive inter­
action on entropy is shown by the term { S c — S c ) jK  in table IT. It must b(‘ pointed 
out that { S c —S a )I R  gives only qualitative magnitudi* of the many body (fleet 
on entropy. Since it is not possible to obtain the effect of non-additive interactions 
accurately from theory it is not justified to us(^  solid states properti(‘S even in con­
junction witli gaseous properties for the determination of intermolecular potentials.
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